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This article examines the behavioral underpinnings of risk, sustainability, and
environmental protection. Consideration is given to how private citizens and
governments confront the challenge of finding reasonable answers to questions about
how people perceive risk, how they make choices under risk, and how they value risk
reduction. Also considered is how society can manage and regulate risk rationally.
1. Introduction

A goal of sustainability through environmental protection is to reduce risks to humans
and the environment. By risk is meant the combination of two elements—the chance
that a bad event might happen, and the consequences that are realized if a bad event
actually does occur. Athough human actions to improve human lives are usually not
intended to create risk, pollution is generated pollution and accidents do happen—cars
pollute, oil spills, technology fails. How and when and where and by how much define
the gambles are created in a modern economy. More often than not the risks taken
generate worthwhile rewards—new medicines, new transportation, new communication
systems. However, sometimes things go wrong—Chernobyl, Bhopal, Love Canal, or the
choices made are feared to have put society on the wrong path—loss of biodiversity,
inhospitable climate change.
It must be recognized that a zero-risk society is a noble but unattainable goal. The costs
to eliminate all risk to everyone are simply too great. Even if it is believed that a
monetary value cannot be attached to human pain and suffering, human actions say
something different. If there was a real willingness to pay any price to reduce risk to
zero, society would, for instance, impose a 4-mile speed limit for all roads and
highways. Everyone would drive slow enough so that no one would ever die from an
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automobile accident, except perhaps from boredom. Such a rule will never be seen. The
costs per life saved from driving so slowly are too great for most people—people are
willing to trade-off more risk for quicker travel time. Similar trade-offs are made all the
time in jobs, recreation, and lifestyles. As such, understanding the nature of health,
safety, and environmental risk, and looking for effective strategies that reduce risk
without curtailing the rewards of modern life are essential for better public policy.
This article examines the behavioral economic underpinnings of risk, sustainability, and
environmental protection, aiming for a general discussion rather than technical review
of decision theory. Aspects addressed are how private citizens and governments
confront the challenge of finding reasonable answers to these questions about rational
risk policy—how do people perceive risk, make choices under risk, how do they value
risk reduction, and how can society manage and regulate risk rationally?
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2. Choice under Risk

Choice under risk has captivated people at least since the time humans “discovered“ that
gambling was fun—and although ancestral humans could buy a thrill, they had to wait
until the Renaissance before witnessing the development of a systematic theory of
probability. Until that time, they seemed to think that people did not create much of
their own luck, and fate was the master. Their lives were linked much more closely to
nature, and much more exposed to its whims. Crops failed and children died without
seeming reason. Most people were simply too busy trying to survive to ponder the
systematic nature of risk.
As people began to grasp that they could use free trade to double or triple the value of
the wealth they created, the desire to master risk began in earnest. More trade meant
more wealth and more risk. Trading partners separated by unpredictable oceans had an
incentive to understand how to manage and control risk. As unruly trade routes turned
into world wars and global stock and bond swaps, the gains from risk assessment and
management as practical arts increased. Those who had a sophisticated appreciation of
the behavioral underpinnings of risk had a better chance of winning real and
metaphorical battles. This holds for environmental risk too.
To follow the intellectual history of understanding how people make choices under risk,
consider three gambles: gamble X is a certain individual payment of $30—a sure bet;
gamble Y is a coin flip in which $100 is won with a heads, and $100 lost with a tails;
and gamble Z is a roll of a die in which $2000 is won if a #1 is rolled, $1000 is won
with a #2, and $500 is won with a #3, while $0 is lost with a #4, l$1000 is lost with a #5,
and $2000 is lost with a #6.
Early theorists speculating on how people make choices under risk thought that many
people would prefer the gamble with the highest expected value—the probability
weighted average of all possible outcomes of the gamble. Gamble Z has the highest
expected value, but it is observed that many people shy away from gamble Z and take
gamble X instead. The old adage that a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush reflects
the prudent strategy to go for the sure thing.
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But why does the gamble with the lower expected value attract some many people? In
the eighteenthcentury, Nicholas Bernoulli devised an ingenious example to show why.
His St. Petersburg paradox works as follows. Suppose the following proposition is
offered. A gamble can be bought into on a fair coin toss. If a head comes up on the first
flip, $2 is earned; if it takes two flips to uncover a head, $4 is earned; if it takes three
flips, $8 is earned; if it takes four flips, $16 is earned; five, $32; six, $64; seven, $128;
and so on. What is the maximum someone should be willing to pay to buy into this
gamble?
Most people will say they will pay something much less than infinity, even though
infinity is the expected value of this gamble:
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Expected value = [1/2] chance of $2 + [1/4] chance of $4 + [1/8] chance of $8 +…= $1
+ $1 +$1 + $1 + $1 +…= infinity.
So it seems as though people should be willing to pay a lot more than they probably say
they would. Most likely they would say that they would pay a few dollars. Why? One
reason is because the variance of the gamble is also infinite. Variance is often
considered synonymous with risk, because it reflects the potential volatility of the
outcome. The variance reflects the distribution around the expected value. More
variance implies more chance that bad states—low payoff outcomes—will be realized.
Nicholas’s cousin, Daniel Bernoulli, soon offered a reason why people will pay much
less than infinity for a gamble with infinite variance: a gain of $2000 is not necessarily
worth twice as much as $1000. That is, people seem to have diminishing marginal
returns to wealth. This means that even though more money is preferred to less, the last
dollar earned gives less satisfaction than the first dollar earned. Daniel Bernoulli’s key
insight is that a person’s “utility (the degree of satisfaction in possessing wealth or
goods) resulting from any small increase in wealth will be inversely proportionate to the
quantity of the goods previously possessed.”
Increased wealth increases total utility at a decreasing rate, which is why the utility
function is curved. Therefore, gambles with high variance are less attractive—the gain
from an extra dollar added to individual wealth is smaller than the loss from an extra
dollar taken away. One example of a useful utility function with this property is:
u(w) = (w)1/2, where u = utility, and w = wealth.

For instance, wealth of $10 000 creates a utility level of 100, while wealth of
$1 000 000 creates a utility level of 1000. A 100-fold increase in wealth increases a
person’s utility by only 10-fold. When a person acts this way they are said to be risk
averse. A risk averse person if more likely to take a certain payoff over a fair bet—a
gamble in which the expected value is zero, e.g., 50:50 odds to win or lose $1000. A
risk loving person prefers a fair bet to a certain payoff equaling the expected value of
the gamble. A risk neutral person is indifferent to the choice between a gamble and
certain payoff equaling the expected value of the gamble.
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Bernoulli’s insight was formalized into a modern analytical framework called
“Expected Utility theory” (EU). Since its introduction in the 1940s by the
mathematician von Neumann and the economist Morgenstern (1944), EU theory has
been the most successful model of how people make decisions under risk. The formal
theory of expected utility reflects the idea that people make choices about risk based
their beliefs about the probability that good and bad events will be realized, the
consequences of good and bad events, and the utility or satisfaction a person gets from
the consequence that is realized. Despite limits to the EU model, which will be
discussed later, analysts use the model because it is intuitive and tractable.
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The next step in the development of the expected utility model is to account for a
person’s ability to influence the risk confronted, either privately and collectively
through market insurance, self-protection (or mitigation) and self-insurance (or
adaptation). A person is not helpless against the risk. There are more options than
moving away. Market insurance can be purchased against illness. Investment can be
made in different risk reduction strategies to change the odds of suffering from some
illness caused by air pollution—an air filter can be bought for the person’s home, or the
person can at better and exercise more. Actions taken can reduce the likelihood that the
bad state will occur, or reduce the severity of the state if realized or do both. Actions to
reduce the likelihood of illness are referred to as self-protection or mitigation; actions to
reduce the severity are self-insurance or adaptation.
The economic problem is now more complicated. If a person selects the level of selfprotection and self-insurance that balances the extra gains obtained from lower odds of
illness and less severity with the costs of protection and personal insurance,

EU = π ( z )u ( w − z − x) + (1 − π ( z ))u ( w − D( x) − z − x),

where π = π(z) is the probability of the good state which depends on the level of selfprotection, z; and D(x) is the severity of illness which depends on the level of selfinsurance, x. Including the private ability to reduce risk is helpful in understanding
choice under environmental risk, because these actions link risk assessment with risk
management. Account must be taken of these actions to measure risk accurately and to
manage risk effectively.

Although risk assessment has amassed a useful record of estimating potential threats to
humans and nature, one problem permeates the risk assessment literature—the underemphasis on how people adapt to the risk they face or have created. Over the last decade
of the twentieth century scientists have increasingly acknowledged that environmental
risk is endogenous. People can influence many of the risks they confront. Examples
abound. People move or reduce physical activities when air pollution becomes
intolerable. They buy bottled water if they fear that their drinking water is polluted, and
they apply sunscreen to protect their skin from UV radiation. A person can invest in a
water filter, move, buy a membership to a health club, jog, eat food low in fat and high
in fiber, or apply sunscreen; each choice altering his risk to health and welfare. How a
person invests resources to increase the likelihood that good things happen and bad
things do not depends both on that person’s attitudes towards risk and is ability to
reduce risk.
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Of course, cases do exist in which people have little time to react to protect themselves,
such as in the Chernobyl situation. Some people have argued that the problem can be
redefined so that risk is independent of human action. However, this position is
ultimately self-defeating. Consider a situation in which bacterial groundwater
contamination threatens a household’s drinking water. The probability of illness among
household members can be altered if the water is boiled. An analyst could define the
situation as independent of the household’s actions by focusing solely on groundwater
contamination, over which the household is likely to have no control. But this definition
is economically irrelevant if the question is the household’s response to the risks from
groundwater contamination. The household is concerned about the likelihood of illness
and the realized severity, and it is able to exercise some control over those events. The
household’s risk is endogenous because by expending its valuable resources it
influences probability and severity.
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People often substitute private actions for collectively supplied safety programs. They
use: stronger building materials to reduce the damage from tornadoes, storms, and
earthquakes; more thorough weeding and crop storage in response to the prospect of
drought; sandbagging and evacuation in anticipation of floods; and improved nutrition
and exercise regimens to cope with health threats. At the policy level, these private risk
reduction choices can affect the success of collective regulations that promote safety.
Use of automobile seat belts reduces both the probability and the severity of injury, but
their mandatory installation cannot guarantee that passengers will choose to wear them.
Highway speed limits also are effective at reducing fatalities only when drivers observe
them. At work, rules promoting personal protective equipment (e.g., hard hats) have the
same problem—they protect only those workers who wear them. In each case,
individual decisions influence both the probability and the magnitude of harm.

Endogenous risk implies that observed risks are functions of both natural science
parameters and an individual’s self-protection decisions. Given the relative marginal
effectiveness of alternative self-protection efforts, how people make decisions about
risk differs across individuals and situations, even though the natural phenomena that
trigger these efforts apply equally to everyone. Therefore, assessing risk levels solely in
terms of natural science can be misleading. Relative prices, incomes, and other
economic and social parameters that influence any person’s self-protection decisions
affect risk. Just as good public policy-based economics requires an understanding of the
physical and natural phenomena that underpin choices, good public policy-based natural
science requires an understanding of the economic phenomena that affects risk.
Accounting for private decisions to adapt can increase the precision of risk assessment.
Failure to acknowledge the depths of individual choice in environmental risk will result
in excessive economic expenditure at no gain in environmental quality.
-
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